INTRODUCTION
Retinoic acid receptors (RARs) are members of the steroid/ thyroid/retinoid superfamily of nuclear hormone receptors. They bind to their cognate response elements in cis and alter the transcriptional initiation rates of target genes in a liganddependent manner (for reviews, see [1] [2] [3] ). The RAR, along with the thyroid hormone receptor (T3R), the 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 receptor (VDR) and the peroxisome-proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR), are members ofa subfamily ofnuclear hormone receptors that is distinguished by binding to DNA elements that consist ofdirect repeats (DRs) ofAGGTCA or related sequences. Additionally, these receptors bind DNA primarily as a heterodimeric complex with the retinoid X receptor (RXR), itself a member of the steroid/thyroid/retinoid superfamily [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The spacing between the half-sites is an important, but not mandatory, requirement for determining hormone receptor specificity for response element binding [10] . In general, hormone response elements with AGGTCA DR half-sites separated by 1 bp bind to RXR homodimers and PPAR/RXR heterodimers, and DR halfsites separated by 3 and 4 bp bind to T3R/RXR and VDR/RXR respectively [11] [12] [13] . RAR/RXR heterodimers have more choices than the other members of this subfamily, since they interact with retinoic acid response elements (RAREs) with spacings of 1, 2 and 5 bp (designated DR1, DR2 and DR5 respectively) [10, 14] .
We previously demonstrated that 2 ,M retinoic acid (RA) induces a 3-fold increase in the transcription rate of the endogenous phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) gene in H4IIE rat hepatoma cells. This response is modest, since RAR is not abundant in H4IIE cells; when a RAR expression vector is co-transfected with PEPCK promoter-chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) constructs in transient transfections, there is a distortion angle or the location of the distortion centre. Monomers and homodimers of RAR also distorted the DNA, but to a lesser extent than did RAR/RXR. The results of a phasing analysis demonstrated that RAR/RXR heterodimers did not induce a static DNA bend, in either the presence or the absence of RA. A cyclization kinetics assay was employed to show that RAR/RXR binding affected DNA ring closure in a phase-sensitive, RA-insensitive, manner. Taken together, these observations support the idea that RAR/RXR heterodimers distort the structure of the PEPCK RARE, at least in part, by altering DNA flexibility. The conformational change in the PEPCK RARE upon RAR/RXR binding has implications for how RAR/RXR heterodimers recognize various RARE structures.
robust response to RA [15, 16] . Utilizing this co-transfection system, the PEPCK RARE was initially localized between positions -468 and -431 relative to the transcription initiation site. To more finely delineate the PEPCK RARE, a series of block mutations was used to locate the element between positions -451 and -433 bp. This core sequence mediates a RA response when inserted upstream of a heterologous promoter [15] . The minimal functional boundaries of the PEPCK RARE are coincident with those of the accessory factor 1 (AF1) element which is an integral component of the PEPCK glucocorticoid response unit. Mutations that abolish the ability of this element to serve an accessory role in the glucocorticoid response also abolish its ability to moderate a RA response, and vice versa [15, 17] . Thus AF1/RARE plays a critical role in two distinct hormone response pathways. The PEPCK RARE contains two imperfect DR halfsites, which we have named sites B and C. The B site, beginning at -451 (5' to 3'), has the sequence TGACCT (this is the antisense version of the canonical AGGTCA half-site sequence described above) and the C site, beginning 1 bp downstream, has the sequence TGGCCG [15] . We have recently shown, by methylation interference studies, that monomers and homodimers of RAR bind only to the B site. However, the RAR/RXR heterodimer interacts with both half-sites of the PEPCK RARE, and both half-sites must be occupied to confer a complete RA response. Furthermore, RAR/RXR binds to the PEPCK RARE much more avidly than either protein alone. Based on these observations, we have concluded that the RAR/RXR heterodimer is the functional trans-activating complex for the RA response of the PEPCK gene [16] .
The mechanism of ligand-induced trans-activation by steroid receptor family members is poorly understood. An important question is: how do ligand-activated receptors communicate with the basal transcriptional machinery when they may be bound to DNA hundreds or thousands of base pairs upstream (or downstream) from the transcription start site? An emerging paradigm holds that certain proteins are capable of binding to and bending DNA at strategic sites in the upstream regulatory regions of genes. In this manner, DNA-bending proteins may configure the DNA into a loop such that trans-acting factors bound to DNA far upstream of the transcription start site are positioned near to the basal machinery (for a review, see [18] and references therein). Furthermore, several transcription factors bend DNA and may themselves contribute to the overall shape of the upstream regulatory regions to which they bind [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
As a first step to explore the possible role of DNA conformational changes in the response of the PEPCK gene to RA, we tested whether RAR/RXR heterodimers altered the conformation of the PEPCK RARE. Two common electrophoretic techniques, circular permutation and phasing analysis, are used to detect DNA distortion and bending [24, 25] . Circular permutation analysis detects distortions in the protein-DNA complex such as DNA bending, increased DNA flexibility and extended protein structures [23, [26] [27] [28] . Phasing analysis distinguishes between DNA bending and other structural distortions, and can be used to determine the magnitude and orientation of directed DNA bends [23, 28] . Transcription factors shown to bend DNA by these techniques include Fos, Jun, Myc, Max, ATF and POU proteins [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Shapiro and colleagues, using circular permutation analysis, demonstrated that the oestrogen DNA-binding domain (DBD), and later the full-length receptor, distort an oestrogen response element [29, 30] . Leidig et al. [31] found that T3R distorts thyroid hormone response elements and showed a correlation between the magnitude of the distortion and the functional capacity of the T3RE. Moreover, Lu et al. [32] demonstrated that RAR/RXR heterodimers produce a static bend when bound to a DR5-type RARE.
In Mobility gel shift assay High-and low-stringency mobility gel shift systems were employed as previously described [16] . The double-stranded oligonucleotide representing the PEPCK RARE (AFI) was described previously [16] . 
Circular permutation analysis
The parent plasmid pPL32 [37] was used to construct the plasmids used in the circular permutation assay. As illustrated in Figure 1 , an NdeI fragment containing the PEPCK RARE was excised from pPL32 and ligated to form a tandem repeat, which was subsequently inserted into the NdeI site of pucl9 to form the plasmid pucCP. Digestion of pucCP with each of the five restriction enzymes shown in Figure 1 produce a 1080 bend [38] . The plasmids pcircle-35 and pcircle-40
were used as templates in PCR reactions to create RARE mutants as follows. An upstream primer, GGGAATTCCA-TATGGTGCACTCTCAGTAC, and a mutant RARE primer (5' to 3'), GTGTCACTCCCACTTCCAAAGGGAATGAGA-AGGGAATTC, were used in a PCR reaction to generate a 'megaprimer' [39] . The megaprimer was gel-purified and used with a downstream primer (5' to 3'), GGGAATTCCATA-TGCTGCTGGCTGCAC, in a second PCR reaction which, after restriction with NdeI, yielded fragments identical to the NdeI fragments of pcircle-35 and pcircle-40, except that the RAR/RXR binding sites were mutated. These fragments were ligated into pGEM 5 and the resulting plasmids were designated pcircle-m35 and pcircle-m40. The probes for the cyclization assay were generated by PCR, where the downstream primer (5' to 3') CGGCCGATCGATCCACAGCTGTGAGGTGTCAC and the upstream primer CATGGAATCGATGCTCTGAT-GCCGCATAGTTAAGC were used with pcircle-40 or pcirclem40 to generate 165 bp probes (see below). A second upstream primer, CATGGAATCGATAATCTGCTCTGATGCCGCAT-AGT, was used with pcircle-35 or pcircle-m35 and the downstream primer to generate two additional 165 bp probes. Since all of the probes were the same length, they all had the same torsional alignment. The cyclization probes were labelled using the PCR. The reaction mix contained 10 mM KCI, 20 mM Tris/HCl (pH 8. The cyclization kinetics assay was performed as described by Kahn and Crothers [40] , except that the total reaction volume was 10 u1, the final concentration of T4 ligase was 5 units/,l and the reaction took place at 16 'C for up to 1 h. Gel-purified ligation products were shown to be circular because they exhibited resistance to exonuclease Bal3 1, and digestion with BglII generated a single linear 165 bp fragment (results not shown). The products of the ligation reactions were quantified using a Bio-Rad GS-250 Molecular Imager in conjunction with the BioRad Molecular Analyst software.
RESULTS
Retinoid receptors cause a distortion of the RARE The consequences of the binding of RAR or RAR/RXR complexes to the PEPCK RARE were initially explored using circular permutation analysis [24] . Five 169 bp DNA fragments containing the natural PEPCK RARE were constructed such that the element was located at various distances from the ends of the fragment (Figure 1 permutated with respect to the location of the PEPCK RARE. Figure 2 (a) shows a circular permutation analysis of the constructs depicted in Figure 1 bound to RAR/RXR. E and N, Figure 2a ). The resulting 'frown' pattern is indicative of DNA distortion, which may be caused by DNA bending [24] , increased DNA flexibility [23, 28] or extended protein structures (rigid rods extending perpendicular to the long axis of the DNA) [26, 27] . The centre of the DNA distortion can be determined by plotting the migration of the circularly permuted probes versus the position of the binding site relative to an arbitrarily chosen reference point. Figure 2(b) shows that the centre of the RAR/RXR-mediated DNA distortion is near the midpoint of the PEPCK RARE. Although circular permutation analysis cannot distinguish between DNA bending, increased flexibility [23, 28] or an extended protein structure [26, 27] , it can be used to quantify the distortion caused by the binding of RAR/RXR to the PEPCK RARE. This allowed us to determine whether RA caused an alteration in the extent of DNA distortion. The distortion angle induced by RAR/RXR binding was quantified using a variation of the Thompson-Landy equation [38] derived by Kerppola and Curran [28] (see the legend to Figure 2 ). The k factor was derived from a calibration curve generated with the use of intrinsic bend standards, which consist of DNA fragments containing phased A-T tracts that produce a known magnitude of DNA bending [38] . The k factor for the experiments represented in Figure 2(a) was calculated to be 0.87. The distortion angle for RAR/RXR in the absence of RA was 78.3 + 1.3°(n = 4), and in the presence of RA it was 77.5 + 2.0°(n = 4). Thus the presence of RA made no difference to the RAR/RXR-mediated distortion angle, nor did it alter the centre of DNA distortion (results not shown).
RAR/RXR induces a greater distortion angle than does BAR alone
We have previously shown that RAR alone binds to the PEPCK RARE as a monomer or a homodimer, but only under lowstringency conditions {low poly(dI-dC) (dI-dC) concentrations and low-ionic-strength running buffer [16] 35 and 44 bp, a difference that represents a single turn of the DNA helix. If RAR/RXR caused a directed DNA bend, the intrinsic bend of a set of the variably spaced probes would be complemented by the RAR/RXR-induced bend, enlarging the overall bend angle. Conversely, a directed bend of a second set of probes, with spacing either 5 bp shorter or longer than the first set, would counteract the intrinsic bend and decrease the overall bend angle, since the RAR/RXR complex would bind to the opposite face of the DNA helix. These differentially phased RAR/RXR RARE complexes would then migrate through polyacrylamide gel matrices at different rates, since their shapes would be different ( Figure 4a ). As shown in Figure 4 (b), the RAR/RXR complexes all migrated at approximately the same rate regardless of the phasing, and were unaffected by the presence of RA. Therefore RAR/RXR does not appear to cause static DNA bending of the PEPCK RARE. gel when run in the low-stringency system. In order to compare RAR/RXR-and RAR-induced DNA distortions, conditions were sought wherein both sets of retinoid receptor complexes could be visualized on the same gel. A single band representing the RAR/RXR heterodimer was apparent when an additional 6,g of poly(dI-dC) -(dI-dC) was added to the low-stringency binding reaction mixture containing both RAR and RXR ( Figure  3 ). Both sets of retinoid receptor complexes retarded migration when bound to the centre of the fragment (compare lanes N and E in Figure 3) , and the calculated distortion angles for the RAR monomer and dimer bands were 75.6 + 7.20 (n = 3) and 67.1 +6.90 (n = 3) respectively. In contrast, the RAR/RXR distortion angle in this gel system was 97.4+0.40 (n = 3). Thus RAR/RXR, which binds much more avidly to the PEPCK RARE than does RAR alone [16] , also generates greater DNA distortion. The different magnitudes of distortion exhibited by RAR/RXR and RAR alone could also be correlated with the RA response, since the former complex (and not RAR alone) is the trans-activating complex for the PEPCK RA response [16] . shown). Neither of the mutant probes exhibited altered ligation kinetics in the presence of RAR/RXR (Figures 5c and 5f ). Taken with the previous results, the simplest explanation for the altered cyclization kinetics is that RAR/RXR increases the flexibility of the PEPCK RARE. Since the increased flexibility appears to be phase-sensitive, the flexibility must have a directional preference.
DISCUSSION
Data obtained from the cyclization kinetics assay demonstrate that RAR/RXR altered the rate of circular ligation of PEPCK RARE-containing DNA fragments ( Figure 5 ). This, along with the circular permutation results showing a relatively large distortion angle ( Figure 2 ) and phasing analysis demonstrating no DNA bending (Figure 4 ), suggested that RAR/RXR increased the flexibility of the DNA. Figure 6 shows a schematic summary of our results. The RAR/RXR-mediated flexibility has the character of a flexible bend or hinge, where there is a magnitude of flexibility (i.e. a component of the distortion angle) that is restricted within a specific range of motion (which is manifested by phase-sensitive ligation kinetics). While static DNA bending clearly does not contribute to the distortion angle, we suggest that the RAR/RXR-induced DNA distortion of the PEPCK RARE is a combination of DNA flexibility and extended protein structure. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that other structural anomalies, such as DNA twisting, also contribute to the distortion. Circular permutation analysis was used to demonstrate that RAR/RXR distorts DNA when it binds to the PEPCK RARE (Figures 2 and 3) . A phasing analysis (Figure 4 ) indicated that the distortion was not a directed DNA bend. A similar set of observations has been described for the yeast regulatory factor GCN4. This protein causes the anomalous electrophoretic migration of circularly permuted fragments, but does not affect the migration of fragments containing intrinsic bends spaced at different intervals from the GCN4 binding site in a phasing analysis. The authors suggested that these observations could be explained either by increased DNA flexibility or by the formation of an extended protein structure [27] . Subsequently, the cocrystal structure of GCN4 bound to its DNA element was solved and while the DNA was found to be in an unaltered B-form, the protein was found to have an a-helix extending as a rigid rod perpendicular from the long axis of the DNA [26] . Thus the extended structure of GCN4 probably produced the anomalous migration of the transcription factor/DNA complex in the circular permutation analysis. Homo-and hetero-dimers of the API and CREB families of transcription factors have large distortion angles (> 650) and very small ( < 40) bend angles [20] . These observations led Kerppola and Curran to postulate the independent bends model [28] . This model suggests that each protein bends DNA independently and that the overall magnitude and orientation of a directed DNA bend is the vector sum of the bends induced by each of the two dimer partners. One possible scenario outlined in the model is that the combinations of heterodimers that do not bend DNA may have partners that bend DNA in opposite directions, cancelling out each other's effect. These non-bending heterodimers have large distortion angles, presumably because they increase the flexibility of DNA [23, 28] We believe that these data may provide insight into how nuclear hormone receptors interact with, and potentially bend or increase the flexibility of, DNA. Members of the steroid/thyroid/retinoid superfamily of hormone receptors have modular domain structures which include a DBD connected to a ligand-binding domain (LBD) by a hinge region. The DBDs consist of two zinc fingers, wherein the P-box of the first finger confers sequence specificity and the D-box of the second finger is crucial for dimerization [44] . The DBDs of RAR and T3R also contain an additional dimerization interface in the second zinc finger (termed the DR-box) which can interact with the P-box of the first zinc finger of RXR [45] . This allows the DBDs of RAR and RXR to interact when bound to direct repeat elements even though they still are oriented with the same polarity on the adjacent DNA half-sites. This arrangement also dictates that RXR is bound to the 5' AGGTCA half-site [45, 46] . A second protein-protein interface exists in the LBD of RAR and RXR that allows interaction between the two proteins on either direct repeats or palindromes, because the hinge region allows swivelling of the LBD so that one may be turned 1800 with respect to the other [46] . Lu et al. [32] investigated the DNA conformational change induced by RAR/RXR binding to the flRAR RARE, a DR5. In this system, RAR/RXR binding produced a directed bend in the DNA which presumably was required for proper interaction of the RAR and RXR dimerization interfaces [32] . In the case of a DR5, the DBD and LBD dimerization interfaces interact optimally, since the spacing of the half-sites is such that both proteins bind to the same side of the DNA helix. In contrast, when considering a DR 1, the LBDs are oriented away from each other, since the DBDs would be situated essentially on opposite faces of the DNA helix. The DBD interaction would also be different in a DRI compared with a DR5, since a RAR DBD bound to a half-site in a DRI would be rotationally shifted by 1440 compared with the same domain bound to the corresponding half-site in a DR5. The existing data suggest a two-step mech-anism whereby the co-operative binding of the DBDs of RAR/ RXR somehow increases the flexibility of the DNA (perhaps by disrupting base stacking interactions in both DRis and DR5s). The second step would involve the stabilization of this flexibility into a directed DNA bend by the interactions of the LBDs of the receptor partners (in DR5s only). Thus a RAR/RXR heterodimer binding to a DR5 would have optimal LBD dimerization contacts, which would lead to the formation of a static bend. When RAR/RXR binds to a DRI, the proteins would have suboptimal LBD interactions which would not be able to stabilize a directed bend.
To summarize, we found that RAR/RXR bound to the PEPCK RARE does not induce a directed DNA bend but apparently does increase the flexibility of the DNA. PEPCK is among a growing family of genes whose regulation is controlled by a number of hormones and whose promoters contain complex multihormonal regulatory domains [47] . We, and others, have defined more than 15 binding sites for various transcription factors along the PEPCK gene promoter from -468 to -1 bp relative to the transcription start site, all of which appear to have some functional role in hormonal regulation [17, [47] [48] [49] [50] . It seems likely that many of these DNA-binding proteins will be found to either bend or increase the flexibility of DNA. Thus, with 15 or 20 proteins binding, bending and flexing the DNA within a 465 bp promoter region, a complex nucleoprotein structure may be formed, stabilized by specific protein-DNA and proteinprotein interactions, that is crucial for proper hormonal regulation of the PEPCK gene.
